Release Notes for 4/6/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release
(WISEid Core Apps Sprint 132 2-Week Work Cycle)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Person Edit page WISEstaff button is available
to any user now.

When any user with any of the WISEstaff
roles has a person selected in WISEid,
there is now a button on the Person Edit
page to go to the WISEstaff tab for that
same person without having to re-search.

WISEid: Student/Staff Download by Local Person ID
shows a blank Other Name field.

In the Student Download by Local Person
ID and Staff Download by Local Person ID
CSV downloads the other name fields are
left blank because users can have multiple
other names, and it is too confusing to end
users which one should be there.

WISEstaff: Added Aggregate Assignments to Snapshots

Aggregate FTE information has been
added to the snapshots so that later it can
be merged in with regular FTE for federal
reporting.

WISEstaff: Added table and UI to mark a snapshot as
final for year

For DPI internal use we will be recording
the final snapshot in the application each
year. This will allow integration for state
and federal report to make sure the
correct snapshot is used.

WISEstaff: All Staff Report now includes Local Person IDs

We added Hiring Agency Staff type Local
Person IDs to the All Staff Report. If there
are multiples, there is a “|” between each
Local Person ID.

WISEstaff: Analysis - Contract UI differentiates between
save block and regular validation for a field, making it
easier to see errors preventing saving.

In the Contract UI certain errors can not
be saved and block users from saving a
contract record. This became even more
confusing when a user also has normal
errors that can be saved as well as errors
that prevent saving. We now put the
errors that block saving in bold red rather
than standard red. We also display a
message just below the save button when
a save is blocked that says in bold red
“Error - record was not saved due to
critical data integrity problem. Please

correct data fields with messages in bold
red to successfully save your record.”
We also found errors in the Contract UI
were not be removed from display when
data was corrected right away. We have
corrected this so error message in UI in
the Contract area reflect the current state
of the data.
WISEstaff: Cleanup Script for all years cleared out blank
contracts

WISEstaff: Contract UI Contract Salary zero is cached in
browser, so only live database values display now.

We only collect Contracts for staff with
assignments that are Type 0 and 1 and
who are not subcontracted for reporting.
In the past the required fields were nulled
out during the Clear Non-Required data
process, and a record remained in the
database for a blank contract that was
included in downloads and Staff
Dashboard for Hiring Agency Contract
Counts. We have executed a one time
script to clean this up for the three years
in the WISEstaff system. We haven’t yet
resolved all ways blank contracts can be
created, but we will address this issue next
year. If you are still entering contracts, you
could create blank contracts yet this year.
If you tried to save a zero for a contract
salary, it was saved as null, but in the UI it
would show up as a zero if you
immediately went to re-edit the Contract
in the UI. We have removed caching in of
the Contract UI so that only live database
values are displayed when you open the
database record.

WISEstaff: Contract UI no longer has duplicate messages
issues.

Sometimes in the Contract UI the top
screen validation messages would
duplicate due to a bug running validation
twice upon save. We have resolved this
issue. This should also improve system
performance since validation is run only
once now upon save.

WISEstaff: Added an Edit button for all users to the Edit
Staff/Personal Info section

Now for any user role, on the Staff Edit
page for an individual person, there is an
“Edit” button in the Personal Information
section that will transfer you to that same

selected person on the WISEid Edit Person
page.
WISEstaff: Final Salary Code field now shows up on the
error.

On the Results screen for Contract
Uploads if you clicked Errors when there
was an issue with the Final Salary Code
field not being one of the allowed choices,
you wouldn’t see the red highlight that the
field was the one with an issue to fix. This
has been corrected.

WISEstaff: Hiring Agency Staff Count Widget added

This new Staff Dashboard widget on the
WISEstaff Home page shows the
unduplicated count of staff for the current
year and last two years reported in the
staff collection. Staff is anyone reported
with required Contract and/or Assignment
record.

WISEstaff: Hotfix-- Roadmap School Year now loads
from the current year in the toggle.

On the WISEstaff Home page, the Annual
Staff Collection Roadmap collection year
was incorrectly saying 17-18. It now
reflects the current year.

WISEstaff: Local ID error is no longer missing from Staff
Contract Upload Results Error Review screen

WISEstaff: Removed Validations Status Messages from
home page

When there was an error with the
Contract Local ID field being over the text
limit, it wouldn’t show up in red on the
Results Error UI list. It now shows up in
red with a message about the problem
upon hovering over it.
You can now consult the WISEstaff Home
page Annual Staff Collection Roadmap to
check the status of your collection data.
We have removed banners at the top of
staff pages for:
● Gold star for you! No validation
problems detected with your staff
members.
● Alert! Staff member errors must
be resolved before you can submit
your data
● Warning! Some of your staff
members have warnings you
should take a look at
One message about info messages
remains and will be removed next release.

WISEstaff: Roadmap Info Messages added

On the the WISEstaff Home page for the
Annual Staff Collection Roadmap, we
have added info messages with an “I” icon
after each title section of each phase of
the roadmap. Upon clicking on the “I”
icon each message will give you a
complete overview of how to complete
that phase of the staff collection correctly.

